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Questions concerning holomorphic extensions of operator-valued functions in 
domains D (or complex manifolds) of C‘” are studied. Conditions for such an 
extension are formulated in terms the of positive-definiteness of order 3 of certain 
hermitian kernels on D x D. The results of this study constitute a generalization 
and an extension of previous results of Hindmarsh and FitzGerald and Horn, and 
recent results of Burbea. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main concern of this paper is in establishing various generalizations 
of the following remarkable result, first proved by Hindmarsh 16 1 (see also 
Burbea [ 2,3 1 and FitzGerald and Horn [ 5 I). Let k,(z, <) = (1 ~ z[) ’ be the 
Szego kernel of the unit disk A = (z E T: IL ~ < 1 } and let A,, be a dense 
subset of d. Assume that f0 : A,, + ‘I‘ is a given function such that 
\I” 
i.7 I 
k,(zi5 zj)[ l -fO(zi>fO(zj) 1 ajaj Z O 
for all z, , z2, z3 E A,, and for all CY, a*, a3 E ‘C Then there exists a unique 
holomorphic function f on A such thatf(z) = f,(z) for all z E A,, . This result 
permits a strenghtening of the Pick-Nevanlinna theorem which characterizes 
the holomorphic mappings of the unit disk into itself. 
This result has been extended by FitzGerald and Horn 15 1 by allowing the 
scalars (r , . a,, a3 E C to be subject to the constraint c(, + CI? + a> = 0. The 
same result has been recently generalized in several directions by Burbea (3 1. 
In particular, the unit disk A has been replaced by a domain D (or a complex 
manifold) in I?“, the Serge kernel kd(., .) has been replaced by a positive- 
definite and sesqui-holomorphic kernel k(.. .) on D x D and f, has been 
replaced by an operator-valued function T,,(.) on a dense subset D, of D 
having values in %‘(U: IV), the Banach space of bounded linear operators 
from the Hilbert space U to the Hilbert space W. Under some additional 
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smoothness assumptions on k(., .) it was proved in Burbea [ 31 that there 
exists a unique contraction operator Z(.) in 9(U: W), holomorphic in D and 
extending r,,(a) to D. 
To some extent, the additional smoothness assumptions on k(., .) in (31 
were somewhat unnatural; they were needed only as technicalities based on 
standard mollification arguments. On the other hand, in the work of 
FitzGerald and Horn [5], mollifiers were avoided by using instead a simple 
and yet ingenious device based on Cauchy’s representation formula. In this 
work, following the findings in [3, 51, we also adopt the device of Cauchy’s 
formula and thus avoid the use of mollifiers. This will enable us not only to 
extend our previous work [3] but also to generalize the results of FitzGerald 
and Horn [5 ] in various directions, including generalized vectorial versions 
of the basic result of Hindmarsh [6]. 
In Section 2, we give the basic definitions concerning positive definitness 
and holomorphy. In Section 3 we give our basic theorem (Theorem l), stated 
in terms of operator-valued functions on arbitrary domains in C” and having 
values in .W(U: I+‘). The proof of this theorem is motivated in part by the 
work of FitzGerald and Horn [5]. In Section 4, we state and prove 
Theorems 2-4; their proofs rely on Theorem 1 and they constitute the 
various generalizations of the results of Burbea [3], FitzGerald and Horn 
[S], and Hindmarsh 161. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 
In this paper all vector spaces are assumed to be over the complex field 6. 
The following notation will be used: 9(U: IV) stands for the Banach space 
of bounded linear operators from the Hilbert space U to the Hilbert space W. 
The subset of .B(U: W) consisting of all contractive operators is denoted by 
q(U: W). Thus TE P(U: W) means I/ rullw< IJuI(~, for every u E U or, 
equivalently, II TI] < 1. An operator SE 9’(U: U) is said to be accretive if 
Re(Su, u),,, > 0 for every u E U and the family of all such accretive operators 
is denoted by d(U: U). The adjoint of T E Li?(U: W) is denoted by T*; thus 
T*E.B(W:U) and TEGF(U:W) or SE.d(U:U) if and only if T*E 
(Z’( W: U) or S* E d(U: U). Let Q be a subset of C and denote by d its 
closure. An operator S E .ZiY(U: U) is said to belong to Q(U: U) if 
(Su, u), E Q for every unit vector u E U. We write A = {z E C : Iz / < 1) for 
the unit disk and 9 = {z E C : Re z > 0) for the right half plane. It follows 
that for TE.L?(U: w>: TEg(U: W) if and only if T*TEa(U:U), 
Moreover, d(U: U) = .@(U: U). The identity-operator of U is denoted by 
I cl' 
For an arbitrary nonempty set II, (4 :9(U: IV)) designates the class of all 
operator-valued functions T(-) on ,4 to ,W(U: IV). Similarly, (4 x/i; 
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Q(U: IV)) designates the class of all operator-valued kernel K(., a) on n X il 
to W(U: w). The classes (/i; qu: w>), (A; .d(U: U)), (A; Lyu: U)). 
(/i x/i; F(U: I+‘)) and so on are defined in a similar manner. A scalar- 
valued kernel k(., +) on /i x /i is said to be positive-definite of order N, in 
short k E .%fV(A), if 
.v 
\‘ 
i.;r- I 
k(zi, zj) a,% > 0 
for every N points zi ,..., zN E /i and equally many corresponding scalars 
a, ,..., GIN E c:. It is said to be positive-definite, in short k E Y(A), if 
k E f\,(A) for every N = 1, 2 ,... . A hermitian kernel k(., .) on /1 X /i, is said 
to be almost positive-definite of order N, in short k E A. $(A), if in the 
previous definition of. ?$(A) the scalars a, ,.... a, are subject to the constraint 
#V 
1’ ai = 0. 
‘- I I 
It is said to be almost positive-definite, in short k E A. 9(/i), if k E A.?\(A) 
for every N = 1, 2,... . Of course, any hermitian k(., +) belongs trivially to 
A.<(A) and, clearly, .FN(A) CA.?@), .?‘(A) CA.?(A). It is also well 
known (cf. Donoghue [4, p. 1351) that k E A.Y$(/i), N > 2, if and only if the 
scalar-valued kernel a,(*, .), defined by 
a,(z, i) = k(z, 0 - k(t, 0 - W, 5) + k(r. r). z. (E A, 
belongs to ~$(n) for any choice of t E A. 
An operator-valued kernel K(., .) of (4 x /1; .$(U: U)) is said to be 
hermitian if K(z, <)* = K(& z) f or every z, <E A. It is said to be (weakly) 
positive-definite of order N, in short K E .Y’# : U), if the scalar-valued 
kernel (K(., .)u, u),, is in .~,.@I) for every unit vector u E U. It is (weakl),) 
positive-definite, in short K E .?(A :U), if K E .fV(A : V) for every 
N = 1, 2,... . The operator-valued kernel K(., .) is said to be (weaklv) almost 
positive-definite of order N, in short K E A.$&4 : U), if (K(., .)u, u)(, is in 
A. T&t) for every unit vector u E U. It is said to be (weakly) almost positive- 
definite, in short K E A.?@ : U), if K E A.?$(/1 : U) for every N = 1, 2 ,... . 
The following proposition is almost immediate. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let K(., .) E (A x/i; $(U:ZJ)) belong to ?&I :U). 
N > 2. Then K( ., . ) is hermitian. 
Proof It follows that 
(K(z, z)u, u)[, 1 aI2 + (K(z, i)u, u)(.ap+ (K(i, z)u, u),.$ 
+ MC, 0~. u),. IPI’ 2 0 
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for any vector u E U, any points z, C E A and any scalars a, p E C. In par- 
ticular, 
which means that 
(Wk WfqC,z)“)u, u),@+ ((qc,z)-K(z, r)*)u, u)&?= 0. 
Upon putting successively (a, B) = (1, 1) and (a, /I) = (i, 1) in this equation 
we obtain 
(Pm 0 -a-, z)*)u, u), = 0 
for any u E U and z, [ E /1. In the last equation we replace u by a1 + uZ and 
then U, + iu,, where u,, u2 are any vectors in U. The result is 
((K(z, 5) -w z>*>ulT %)c = 0 
which concludes the proof. 
Any positive-definite scalar-valued kernel k E .P(rl) induces a uniquely 
determined Hilbert space H&4) of functions on n with k(., .) as the 
reproducing kernel (see Aronszajn [ 11) of H,(A). It also follows that for any 
orthonormal basis (w,) of H&4), 
k(z, 4 = 1 v,(z) w,(C), Z,(EA. 
D 
By .?“‘(A) we denote all k E .9(/i) such that k(z, z) > 0 for all z E/i. 
Let D be a domain (or a complex manifold) in C”. By H(D) and l?(D) we 
denote the classes of all holomorphic and antiholomorphic functions (or 
forms) in D, respectively. A scalar-valued kernel k(., a) is said to be sesqui- 
holomorphic on D x D if k(-, z) E H(D) and k(z, .) E Z?(D) for every z E D. 
A theorem of Hartogs implies that any sesqui-holomorphic kernel on D x D 
belongs to H(D x fi), where D is the complex-conjugate manifold of D. 
Evidently, any hermitian scalar-valued kernel k(., .) on D x D with the 
property that k(., z) E H(D) for any z E D is itself sesqui-holomorphic on 
D x D. In particular, by Proposition 1, any k E .YN(D), N > 2, with the 
above mentioned property is also sesqui-holomorphic on D x D. Moreover, 
the reproducing space H,(D) of a sesqui-holomorphic positive-definite kernel 
k E .P(D) is a subset of H(D) (see also Donoghue [4, p. 921). In this case, 
convergence in the norm of H,(D) implies uniform convergence on compacta 
of D. In particular, for any orthonormal basis {w,} of H,(D), 
k(z, 6-1 = f’ v,(z) w,(C), z,iED, (2.1) 
In=, 
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and the bilinear sum converges absolutely and uniformly on compacta of 
D x D. 
A simple example of sesqui-holomorphic and positive-definite kernel is the 
Szego kernel k,(z, c) = (1 - zr>)’ of the unit disk. More generally. let Q be 
an hyperbolic simply connected domain in Q and let 0: fi + A be a Riemann 
mapping. Then 
Mz, 0 = W(z) f(i) 1 ‘I2 Z.iEQ. 
1 - 4(z) d(i) 
is the Szego kernel of Q. Clearly, k,, E Y’ (0) and k,,(., .) is sesqui- 
holomorphic on R x 0. Moreover, as is well known, the reproducing space 
of k,,(., .) is the Hardy-Szeg6 space H,(O) (see also 121), and hence k,,(., .) 
is independent of the particular choice of the Riemann mapping $. One may 
also generalize the above concept to any hyperbolic domain (or a Riemann 
surface) Q by using a holomorphic cover map 7~: A + Q instead of a 
Riemann mapping. We omit the details. 
An operator-valued function T(.) E (D; d(U: W)) is said to be 
holomorphic in D if (T(.)u, o),. E H(D) for every (u, (0) E U X W. When 
U = W. this definition of holomorphy reduces to the requirement that 
(T(.)u, u), E H(D) for every u E U. The class of all such operator-valued 
functions is denoted by H(D; ,rP(U: W)). The corresponding class of 
operator-valued antiholomorphic functions f?(D: d(U: W)) is defined 
analogously. Evidently, r(a) E H(D; .4(U: W)) if and only if T(.)* E f?(D: 
x?(W:U)). The classes H(D; V(U: W)), H(D: ti’(U:U)), H(D; Q(U:U)). 
Z?(D; ‘p((i: W)) and so on are defined in a similar manner. An operator- 
valued kernel K(.. .) E (D x D; 8(U: W)) IS said to be sesqui-holomorphic 
on D x D if for any (u, w) E U x W, (K(+. .)u, w),, is sesqui-holomorphic 
on D x D. In this case, K(., .) E H(D x 6: d(U: W)). 
3. THE BASIC THEOREM 
Throughout this section and the remaining parts of the paper, D stands for 
a fixed domain (or a complex manifold) in C”. We use multinomial notation. 
Explicitly, expressing a point z E 6” with superscripted components z = 
(z’...., z”), the following conventions will be employed: 
and, for any 1 <i,<n and any tEC, 
&(z : t) = (z’ ,..., tci, )..., z’l). (3.2) 
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In other words, ni(z : t) is the point in C” whose ith component is t E C and 
the rest of its n - 1 components coincide with those of z E C”. For any a = 
(a 1 ,***, a,)EZ:, 
za = fi (z’)“‘. 
i=l 
We let 1 = (l,..., 1) E Z:, and thus z’ = ny=, (zi). For any other point [= 
(Cl,..., (“) E G”, we have 
(z - g” = fj (zi - r’). 
i=l 
It follows that 
1 1 
(z -g” - (z - 5)” 
+I 1 fi (2 - r’) . fi (zi - 8) 1-I (p - r’), 
i=j 
where r = (ri,..., r”) is another point in C”. In particular, using the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality, 
1 1 
(Z-C)’ - (z-t)” ~~,(z:Lr)Ilc-~ll3 (3.3) 
where 
(3.4) 
THEOREM 1. Let k(., .) be a sesqui-holomorphic scalar-valued kernel on 
D x D, D, is a dense subset of D and TO(.) E (D,; 9(U: W)). Assume that 
the operator-valued kernel 
K,(z, 0 = k(z, Wu - T,,(C)* To(z), z,CED, (3.5) 
belonging to (D, X D, ; .W( U: U)) is (weakly) almost positive-definite of 
order 3, i.e., K, E A.Y3(D,: 17). Then there exists a unique strongly 
continuous T(a) E (D; .B(U: IV)) such that T(z) = T,,(z) for all z E D,. 
Moreover T(e) E H(D; 9(U: W)). In particular, the operator-valued kernel 
K(z, C) = k(z, [)Z, - T(C)* T(z); z, [ E D, belongs to H(D x 0; 28(U: U)) 
and is of class A.Y3(D : U), and it extends K,,(., .) to D X D. 
Proof We first prove the uniqueness assertion. Assume that there are 
two such strongly continuous extensions T,(.) and T,(e). Let z be any point 
in D and let {zm} be a sequence of points in D, converging to z. Then 
II(T,(Z,)-Tj(Z))UII,~O (j= L2) 
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for every 24 E U. In particular, 
W,(z) - ~2(z>>ullw 
G IP-,(z> - ~o(Zm>)~llw + lW*(z) - ~“hnMw~0~ 
showing that T,(z) = T,(z). As for the existence of a strongly continuous 
extension T(.), it is sufficient to show that T,(.) is strongly uniformly 
continuous on the intersection of D, with the closure P,, of any polydisk P, 
such that P, c D,. Let P be such a polydisk and consider another polydisk 
P. P, c P c D with j, n 3,P = 0, where i3,P is the distinguished boundary 
of P. Now, as k(., .) is sesqui-holomorphic on D X D, k E H(D X 0). In 
particular, by Cauchy’s integral formula and using multinomial notation 
for every w, r E P. Here we have also used the multinomial abbreviation of 
dz” = dz’ . . . dz” for z = (z’,..., z”) E C”. The fact that the kernel K,)(., .) of 
(3.5) is in A fJ(Do: U) implies that 
4 k(Zi, Zj) aiaj > 
~ II 
3 
II 
3 
\‘ ai T(,(Zi)U (3.7) 
i,i I i 1 R’ 
for any unit vector u of U, and for all z,, z2, z3 E D,, and for all 
aI3 a?, aj E C with (r, + a2 + a3 = 0. Substituting (3.6) in (3.7) we obtain 
(3.8) 
for any z,,z,,z,Ee,nD,. Here U, a,, az, ai are as before, and for 
f E L, (a,,P), 'K[fl is the quadratic form 
:Kl/]=+; ( f(z)f(i)k(z.iWz”&. 71 ‘iigP” ii,+ 
Therefore 
where L(3, P) is the “length” of the distinguished boundary 3, P, namely, the 
product of the lengths of the n one-dimensional components of 2,P. The last 
inequality is equivalent to 
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where C, = C,(k, a,E’> is a positive constant depending only on k(., .) and 
a,P. It follows from (3.8) that 
3 
and thus, for any unit vector u E U, 
II 
3 
II 
3 
c a* ~o(zm> u <Cc, max 7 ,e, (z 2J (3.9) rn=l W rca,p 
for all z,,z,,z3EP,f7DD, and all a,,a,,a,EC with a,+a,+a,=O. In 
(3.9) we choose a1 = 1, a, = -1, a3 =O, z, =[ and z2 = r, where [, 
r E p,,nD,. Then, in the notation of (3.1) and (3.3)-(3.4), 
where 
Since PO and 3,P are disjoint compact sets, the function B,(B,P : c, 5) is 
uniformly bounded in [, t E P,,. Therefore, Il(r,([) - T,,(t))ull, tends to zero 
uniformly as &+ t in B, n D,, for any u E U. It follows that r,(e) is 
strongly uniformly continuous on P, f’ D, and hence r,(s) has a strongly 
uniformly continuous extension r(a) to all D with 7(.) E (D; S(U: IV)). We 
now show that r(a) E H(D; .J??(U: IV)). Let P, and P be the previously 
considered polydisks. Since the strongly continuous extension T(e) is 
obtained from TO(.) by a pointwise limiting process, inequality (3.9) is also 
valid for Z(e) on all of p,,, i.e., for any unit vector u E U, 
/I 
3 
II 
3 
r %~(Znl)~ < C, max F‘ ,el (z 2J (3.10) rn=l W zca,p 
for all z,, z2, z3 E P, and all aI, a*, a3 E @ with a, + a2 + a3 = 0. Let <= 
(cl,..., [“) be a fixed point in P,, and fix an index j, 1 < j < n, and a unit 
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vector u E U. Consider, following the notation of (3.2), the points 4’:’ = 
AJ[:[j,) = ([I,..., c; ,..., <“), m = 1, 2 ,.... which are in P,. We must show that 
exists in W for any unit vector u E U. For this purpose, it is sufficient 
to show that the above difference-quotients form a Cauchy sequence in W. 
that is 
uniformly as ci + ii and [i + c j. In order to prove this. we consider (3.10) 
with the choices of 
z, =c z2 = p. zi = ii”. 
This gives. using multinomial notation, 
This upper bound tends to zero as ii + c’ and thus r(.) is holomorphic in 
the j-component variable, 1 < j < n, at any point < of the polydisk P,, . Since 
this is true for any j= l,..., n and P, is an arbitrary polydisk inside D. we 
deduce that T(.) E H(D; &(U: W)). The last statement of the theorem 
concerning the extension K(., .) of K,,(., .) is deduced at once from the 
inequality (3.10). This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
4. OTHER GENERALIZATIONS 
The following theorem constitutes the most general form of the contractive 
version of the problems considered here. 
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THEOREM 2. Let k(., a) be a sesqui-holomorphic scalar-valued kernel on 
D x D which is also of class .9+(D). Let D, be a dense subset of D and let 
TO(.) E (D,; 9(U: W)). Assume that the operator-valued kernel 
L,(z, C> = 4, C)[Zu - To(C)* T,,(C)], z,CED,, (4.1) 
belonging to (D, x D, ; 9( U: U)) is (weakly) almost positive-definite of order 
3, i.e., L, E Apj(D, : U). Then there exists a unique T(.) E H(D; ,O(U: IV)) 
extending T,(e) to D. In particular, the operator-valued kernel L(z, c) = 
k(z, C)[Z, - T(c)* T(z)], z, C E D, belongs to H(D x 0; 9(U: U)) and is of 
class A.Yj(D: U), and it extends L,,(., e) to D X D. Moreover, if also 
L, E %9,(D, : U) then T(. ) E H(D; F(U: W)) and, in particular, 
L E 9j(D : U). 
ProoJ By assumption, k(., .) admits the bilinear expansion (2.1) in 
terms of any orthonormal basis {w,,,) ,“= r of H,(D) c H(D). Moreover, since 
k E .9’(D), it is also assumed that k(z, z) > 0 for every z E D. This is 
completely equivalent to the requirement that for any z E D, there exists an 
integer m > 1 so that v,(z) # 0. Next, the requirement that the kernel 
L,(., .) in (4.1) belongs to class A.%(D,: U) means that for any unit vector 
u E u. 
i$l k(zi,Zj)aig> i k(z), zj)(To(zi)u, To(zj)u),aiG (4.2) 
i,j= I 
forallz,,z,,z,ED,andforalla,,a,,u,ECwitha,+a,+a,=O.Using 
the expansion (2.1), the right-hand side of (4.2) admits the expression 
2 
T i aitym(zi) T,,(z,)u , 
rn=l I/ i=l /I W 
Consequently, for every integer m > 1, 
2 k(z,, zj)aiF > 
i,j= 1 
’ , 
II w 
where Tim)(.) E (D,; .B(U: w)) is defined by 
Th”‘Cz> = v,(z) To(z), zED,. (4.3) 
This shows that the operator-valued kernel 
Kim,“‘(z, [) = k(z, C)Zv - T;““(C)* Tim’(z), z,CED,, 
is of class A,Yj(D,: U) for every integer m > 1. According to Theorem 1, 
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there exists a unique Tcm)(.) E H(D; $(U: W)) extending Ti,*‘(.) to D. In 
view of (4.3) and since v/, E H(D), Tcm’(.) is of the form 
T’“‘(z) = l//,(z) T(z). z E D, 
and thus y/,(.)(7(.) U, w), E H(D) for any (u, UA) E lJ X W and all integers 
m > 1. This implies that (T(.)u, w)~ is meromorphic in D. We claim that 
this function is in fact holomorphic in D. Indeed, if this function has a pole 
at some c E D then w,,,(c) = 0 for all integers m > 1; a contradiction to our 
assumption. It follows that T(.) E H(D; #(U: W)) and it is the unique 
holomorphic extension of r,(.) to D. If also L,, E 4((D,,: U), then in (4.2) 
we may choose a, = 1 and a, = a7 = 0. i.e.. 
for every z, E D, and every unit vector u E U. Since k(z, . z,) > 0 we also 
conclude that /I T,(z,)u jlH. < 1. Now, let u be any unit vector Fn U. z any 
point in D and {z,,,} any sequence of points in D,, , converging to z. Then 
ilG)4,,,= h lI~o(z,,)41r < 1 ,, * ‘, 
which means that r(.) is actually in H(D: ‘A (C: W). The theorem now 
follows and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3. Let k( ., .) be a sesqui-holomorphic sea/armcalued kernel on 
D x D which is also of class f+(D). Let D, be a dense subset of D and let 
S,,(.) E (D,, ; Q(U: U)), where D is a hyperbolic simply connected domain in 
,#I . Assume that, for any unit vector u f U. the scalar-calued kernel 
Mt%. 0 = k(z. i)lk,,((S,(z)u, u),,, (S,(i)u. 10, )I ‘, z. iE D,,, (4.4) 
where k,,(-. .) is the SzegO kernel of f2, is in f;(D,). Then there exists a 
unique S(-) E H(D; sZ(U: U)) extending S,(.) to D. 
Proof Fix a unit vector u E U and define 
s(,u’(z) EE (S,(z)u, u),.. z E D,,. (4.5 1 
If follows. since S,(.) E (D,; a(U: U)), that s:‘(z) E Q for every z E D,, and 
(4.4) can be written as 
Mr’(z, i) = k(z, i)[ ka($‘(z), s?‘(i))\ ‘. z. i E D,,. (4.6) 
Let 4: R + A be a Riemann mapping of R onto the unit disk A and define 
t(U) - 0 - 4 0 si,“). Therefore, t?‘(z) E A for every z E D,,. Consider the kernel 
L:,“‘(z, i) = k(z, C)[ 1 - t:“‘(i) t?‘(z) 1, z, i E D,, 
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In view of (2.2) and (4.6), thus kernel admits the form 
It follows, since Mp)(., .) is of class .Yj((D,,) by assumption, that Lr’(., .) is 
also of class LYj((D,). Therefore, using the scalar version of Theorem 2, we 
conclude the unique existence of an holomorphic function P) E H(D) 
extending tr’ to D, and furthermore It’“‘(z)l ,< 1 for every z E D. Since 
tcU”(z) = t?‘(z) E A for every I E D,, the maximum modulus principle shows 
that, in fact, L(~)(Z) E A for all z E D. We now define s(“) = #-’ o I(“. It 
follows easily that s(“) E H(D), s(“)(z) = s:‘(z) for every z E D,, and that 
s(‘)(z) E 0 for all z E D. Now, let z be a point of D and let (zm} be a 
sequence of points of D, converging to z. Since, using (4.5), 
P)(z) = lim $‘(zJ = Jmm(S,(r,)u, u)L, 
m-rcc 
and since u is an arbitrary unit vector in U, we conclude that {(S,(z,)u, u),,) 
is a Cauchy sequence for any vector u E U. In particular, 
{ (S,(z,)@ + Aw), u + nw),l 
is a Cauchy sequence for any A E C and any u, w E U. Choosing A = 1 and 
A = i, successively, we conclude that 
is a Cauchy sequence for any U, w E U. This implies, since every Hilbert 
space is weakly complete, that S,(z,), being an element of fl(U: II) c 
.B(U: U), converges weakly in U to an operator S(z) E .M(U: U), z E D. 
Thus S(.) E (D; .9(U: U)) and clearly S(i) = S,(c) for any [ED,. 
Moreover, since for any unit vector u E U, the function 
P(z) = ,,jitt(S,(z,)u, u)c = (S(z)u,u), 
is holomorphic in z E D, we conclude that S(a) E H(D; ,3?(U: U)). Finally, 
since also S(~)(Z) E a, S(-) is, in fact, in H(D; B(U: U)) and the proof is 
complete. 
The last theorem can be extended somewhat by letting R to be any hyper- 
bolic domain in C (or a Riemann surface). In this case the Szego kernel 
k,(., 4) in (2.2) should be modified by using any holomorphic cover map 71: 
A + R instead of a Riemann mapping $: L? + A. We shall not pursue this 
point here. Instead, however, we shall strengthen the accretive version of 
Theorem 3 by establishing the following result: 
HOLOMORPHIC OPERATORS I? 
THEOREM 4. Let k(., .) be a sesqui-holomorphic scalar-valued kernel on 
D x D which is also of class .P’ (D). Let D, be a dense subset of D and let 
SC,(.) E (Do; s9(U: U)). A ssume that the operator-valued kernel 
M&T i) = k(z, i>[S,(z> + s”(i)* I? z, i E D,,. 
belonging to (D, X D,; ~#(I/: U)) is positive-definite of order 3, i.e., M,, E 
f?(D,: U). Then there exists a unique holomorphic and accretice operator 
S(.) E H(D; r/(U: U)) extending S,(.) to D. 
Proof: Fix and arbitrary unit vector u E U and define, as in (4.5). 
sb”‘(z) = (S,(z)u, u),.. ,’ E D,, 
Consider the scalar-valued kernel 
MbU’(z, i) = (M”(Z, i)u, u), 1 z. i E D,,. 
It follows that 
Mr’(z. i) = k(z, [)lsc’(z) + s:‘(i) I. z. i E D,,. 
By assumption, this kernel belongs to cq(D,,) which means that 
(3.7) 
\‘ 
i.7 I 
k(zi, zJsb”‘(z;) + $)(zj) 1 ~[;a, > 0 
for every z, . zZ . zj E D, and all (rl, a?, (r3 E si. In this inequality we choose 
u, = 1. az=a,=O, and z,=zE D,,. This gives 
k(z, z)[sb”‘(z) + s;,“‘(z) 1 > 0. 
and since k(z, z) > 0 we deduce that Re(sr’(z)} > 0 or that s;,“‘(z) E d for 
every z E D,,. Since also S,,(e) E (D,; ti(U : 0’)) we further deduce that 
s?‘(z) is finite fo r all z E D,,. Now, the Mobius mapping 
is a Riemann mapping of the right half plane .H onto the unit disk 3. 
Therefore, in view of (2.2), the &ego kernel of /r’ is 
k.(cu,r)=(w+r)-‘. 
This permits writing Mr)(., .) of (4.7) as 
@Y”(z, 0 = k(z, I)lk.A~bu)(z), C”(i)) I ‘. z. i E D,,. 
The proof of the theorem follows now from Theorem 3 with .H in place of R. 
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